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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Frank Gilbert
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
William H. Hanson
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Representative Bruce Westerman be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Representative Bruce Coleman
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Ward 1 Position 2 City of
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Alma
served as an elected or appointed
2 Year Term
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
Vote for One
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Paul Mahan
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Larry Blasingame
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
Issues & Referendums
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Alma Term length
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
electing two (2) Alma city council
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
members from each ward to four-year political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
terms insted of two-year terms as
State to prepare and advertise the
described in Ordinance No. 2020-1
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
For
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Against
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Representative Bruce Coleman
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Michael J. Kalagias
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
Congressman Steve Womack
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Celeste Williams
qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Representative Bruce Coleman
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Michael J. Kalagias
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Congressman Steve Womack
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Celeste Williams
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Representative Bruce Coleman
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Ward 1 Position 2 City of
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Alma
served as an elected or appointed
2 Year Term
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
Vote for One
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Paul Mahan
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Larry Blasingame
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
Issues & Referendums
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Alma Term length
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
electing two (2) Alma city council
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
members from each ward to four-year political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
terms insted of two-year terms as
State to prepare and advertise the
described in Ordinance No. 2020-1
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
For
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Against
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment means for public comment and proposal
of maps; requiring any congressional
To Amend The Process For The
Submission, Challenge, And Approval district to have a population as equal as
practical to the population of the state as
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution to amend the process for
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
2. If you vote for more than one
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
candidate in a race, your vote in that
number of state House of
amendments, and referenda.
race will not count. if you make a
Representatives
and state Senate seats,
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
election official for a replacement
to conduct at least one public meeting in
ballot. You may replace up to two
each congressional district and to
Against
ballots in an election.
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
Redistricting
Commission
redistricting
maps of state House and
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
VOTING!
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Federal
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
U. S. President
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
4 Year Term
voters
In
Arkansas,
that
wilt
replace
the
account of race or language, be
Vote for One
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
Darcy G. Richardson
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Jo Jorgensen
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
Brock Pierce
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Karla Ballard
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Howie Hawkins
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
Angela Walker
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
John Richard Myers
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Phil Collins
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Billy Joe Parker
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
Kanye West
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Michelle Tidball
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
C.L. Gammon
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
Phil Collins
persons receiving income or
$200,
subject to Increase by the General
Gloria La Riva
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
Sunil Freeman
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
Donald J. Trump
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
Mike Pense
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Don Blankenship
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
William Mohr
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
Joseph R. Biden
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
Kamala Harris
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
Brian Carroll
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
Amar Patel
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Write-in
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
U. S Senate
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
6 Year Term
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Vote for One
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
Senator Tom Cotton
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Issues & Referendums
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical
diversity,
of
three
retired
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and
necessary
to fill the panel; requiring the
Use Tax for State Highways and
panel by majority decision to place the
Bridges; and Other Surface
applicants into pools based on party
Transportation After the Retirement
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas affiliation and choose thirty applicants
from the pool affiliated with the party with
Contitution, Amendment 91
the largest representation in the General
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Constitution to continue a levy of a
with the party with the next-largest
one-half percent sales and use tax for
representation
in the General Assembly,
state highways and bridges; county
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
roads, bridges, and other surface
transportation; and city streets, bridges, largest or next-largest party; providing
the chosen applicants be publicly
and other surface transportation after
disclosed,
and that the Governor and the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, parliamentary leaders of the parties with
the largest and next-largest
as special revenue to be distributed
representation in the state House of
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue
Representatives and Senate may each
Distribution Law.
eliminate up to two applicants from each
pool; providing the panel shall then
For
randomly select three applicants from
each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Against
and providing for random replacement
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment draws if necessary to ensure at least
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable one Commissioner is selected from each
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
requiring
Commissioner terms to end
Limits Amendment:
when a new Commission is convened
A Constitutional Amendment to be
and prohibiting Commissioners from
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
holding elected office or serving as a
Amendment"; and amending the term
registered lobbyist while a
limits applicable to members of the
Commissioner and for three years
General Assembly.
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
For
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
Against
person and not by proxy; requiring at
least two votes from each pool to
approve any final redistricting map and
six votes to approve any other
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
of State to provide the Commission
census and election data and a
TURN BALLOT OVER
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Michael J. Kalagias
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Congressman Steve Womack
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Celeste Williams
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Representative Bruce Coleman
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Ward 1 Position 2 City of
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Alma
served as an elected or appointed
2 Year Term
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
Vote for One
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Paul Mahan
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Larry Blasingame
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
Issues & Referendums
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Alma Term length
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
electing two (2) Alma city council
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
members from each ward to four-year political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
terms insted of two-year terms as
State to prepare and advertise the
described in Ordinance No. 2020-1
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
For
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Against
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
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2. If you vote for more than one
candidate in a race, your vote in that
race will not count. if you make a
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
election official for a replacement
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ballots in an election.
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
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VOTING!
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Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
Darcy G. Richardson
Jo Jorgensen
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
Brock Pierce
Karla Ballard
Howie Hawkins
Angela Walker
John Richard Myers
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
Phil Collins
Billy Joe Parker
Kanye West
Michelle Tidball
C.L. Gammon
Phil Collins
Gloria La Riva
Sunil Freeman
Donald J. Trump
Mike Pense
Don Blankenship
William Mohr
Joseph R. Biden
Kamala Harris
Brian Carroll
Amar Patel
Write-in

U. S Senate
6 Year Term
Vote for One
Senator Tom Cotton
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
US Congress
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Michael J. Kalagias
Congressman Steve Womack
Celeste Williams
State
State Representative
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Representative Bruce Coleman
County
Justice of the Peace
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Autumn Grant
Jayson E. Peppas
City
Ward 1 Position 2 City of
Alma
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Paul Mahan
Larry Blasingame
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of State to prepare and advertise the
Alma Term length
electing two (2) Alma city council
application; providing applicants be
members from each ward to four-year
selected by a panel appointed by the
terms insted of two-year terms as
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
described in Ordinance No. 2020-1
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals
Judges, and circuit Judges if
For
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
Against
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation
and choose thirty applicants
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a from the pool affiliated with the party with
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and the largest representation in the General
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Use Tax for State Highways and
with the party with the next-largest
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement representation in the General Assembly,
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas and thirty who are not affiliated with the
largest or next-largest party; providing
Contitution, Amendment 91
the chosen applicants be publicly
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Constitution to continue a levy of a disclosed, and that the Governor and the
one-half percent sales and use tax for parliamentary leaders of the parties with
the largest and next-largest
state highways and bridges; county
representation
in the state House of
roads, bridges, and other surface
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Representatives and Senate may each
and other surface transportation after eliminate up to two applicants from each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in pool; providing the panel shall then
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, randomly select three applicants from
each pool to serve as Commissioners,
as special revenue to be distributed
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
Distribution Law.
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
For
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
requiring Commissioner terms to end
Against
when a new Commission is convened
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment and prohibiting Commissioners from
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable holding elected office or serving as a
registered lobbyist while a
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
Commissioner
and for three years
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
Limits Amendment:
elect its chair and vice chair from
A Constitutional Amendment to be
different pools; providing a quorum for
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
limits applicable to members of the
person and not by proxy; requiring at
General Assembly.
least two votes from each pool to
approve any final redistricting map and
six votes to approve any other
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
of State to provide the Commission
Against
census and election data and a means
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
To Amend The Process For The
Submission, Challenge, And Approval district to have a population as equal as
practical to the population of the state as
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution to amend the process for
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
number of state House of
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
each congressional district and to
Against
publish three redistricting maps of
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
reasonably compact, and except as
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
promote competition among political
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
redistricting and apportionment of
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
populations and boundaries, to the
Commission shall apportion and
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
becomes effective thirty days after the
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
redistricting maps; providing records of
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Commission staff, and outside
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
their duties and a per diem of up to
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing any registered Arkansas voter
Commission's duties, and providing, to
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing
qualifications, residential address, and
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary
TURN BALLOT OVER

Issues & Referendums
Arkansas Code §§ 7-2-101: through
105.

State

optometrists continue to be prohibited
from using ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
For
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
Against
that the State Board of Optometry has
Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
Elections and Majority Winner
to administer or perform the following
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
Runoffs if Necessary
intravenous or intraocular injections),
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Representative Bruce Coleman
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Frank Gilbert
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
William H. Hanson
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Representative Bruce Westerman be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Representative Bruce Coleman
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Ward 1 Position 2 City of
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Alma
served as an elected or appointed
2 Year Term
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
Vote for One
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Paul Mahan
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Larry Blasingame
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
Issues & Referendums
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Alma Term length
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
electing two (2) Alma city council
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
members from each ward to four-year political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
terms insted of two-year terms as
State to prepare and advertise the
described in Ordinance No. 2020-1
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
For
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Against
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Representative Bruce Coleman
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Mark H. Berry
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Gwen Ford Faulkenberry
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
Issues & Referendums
affiliation and choose thirty applicants
from the pool affiliated with the party with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the largest representation in the General
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
with the party with the next-largest
Use Tax for State Highways and
representation in the General Assembly,
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement and thirty who are not affiliated with the
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas largest or next-largest party; providing
the chosen applicants be publicly
Contitution, Amendment 91
disclosed, and that the Governor and the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
parliamentary leaders of the parties with
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the largest and next-largest
one-half percent sales and use tax for
representation in the state House of
state highways and bridges; county
Representatives and Senate may each
roads, bridges, and other surface
transportation; and city streets, bridges, eliminate up to two applicants from each
pool; providing the panel shall then
and other surface transportation after
the retirement of the bonds authorized in randomly select three applicants from
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, each pool to serve as Commissioners,
and providing for random replacement
as special revenue to be distributed
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue draws if necessary to ensure at least
one Commissioner is selected from each
Distribution Law.
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
For
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
Against
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Cedarville School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
36.0 Mills School Tax – Cedarville
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general
maintenance and operation of the
election for a covered office be
schools in the State. As provided in
determined through an instant runoff
Amendment No. 74, the Statewide
process where votes must first be
Uniform Rate replaces a portion of the
counted based on first-choice rankings; existing rate of tax levied by this School
establishing that if, after counting votes District. The total proposed school tax
according to first-choice rankings, a
levy of 36.0 mills includes 25.0 mills
candidate has a majority of votes, that specifically voted as a continuing levy
candidate must be declared the winner; pledged for the retirement of existing
providing that if no candidate has a
bond indebtedness. The surplus
majority of the votes, then the candidate revenues produced each year by the
with the fewest votes is eliminated and debt service millage may be used by the
the vote of each qualified elector whose District for other school purposes. The
first choice was the eliminated candidate total proposed school tax levy of 36.0
is then counted for the elector’s
mills represents the same rate presently
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
being collected.
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
For
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
Against
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
UNOPPOSED Candidates
has a majority of votes remaining, they
Term determined by office
must be declared the winner; providing
Vote for one is a vote for all
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
County
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
party, or has been employed by a
Justice of the Peace
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
2 Year Term
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
Vote for One
perform their duties; providing
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
Jason Cox
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Lee Evans
qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
Issues & Referendums
For
State to prepare and advertise the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
application; providing applicants be
Against
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a selected by a panel appointed by the
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Use Tax for State Highways and
with consideration of racial, gender, and
Bridges; and Other Surface
geographical diversity, of three retired
Transportation After the Retirement Supreme Court Justices and Court of
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
Contitution, Amendment 91
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
panel by majority decision to place the
Constitution to continue a levy of a
applicants into pools based on party
one-half percent sales and use tax for affiliation and choose thirty applicants
state highways and bridges; county from the pool affiliated with the party with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest representation in the General
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
and other surface transportation after
with the party with the next-largest
the retirement of the bonds authorized in representation in the General Assembly,
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, and thirty who are not affiliated with the
as special revenue to be distributed
largest or next-largest party; providing
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue
the chosen applicants be publicly
Distribution Law.
disclosed, and that the Governor and the
parliamentary leaders of the parties with
For
the largest and next-largest
representation in the state House of
Representatives and Senate may each
Against
eliminate up to two applicants from each
pool; providing the panel shall then
randomly select three applicants from
each pool to serve as Commissioners,
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.
2. If you vote for more than one
candidate in a race, your vote in that
race will not count. if you make a
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
election official for a replacement
ballot. You may replace up to two
ballots in an election.
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
VOTING!
Federal
U. S. President
4 Year Term
Vote for One

40

41

42

47

51

Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
Darcy G. Richardson
Jo Jorgensen
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
Brock Pierce
Karla Ballard
Howie Hawkins
Angela Walker
John Richard Myers
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
Phil Collins
Billy Joe Parker
Kanye West
Michelle Tidball
C.L. Gammon
Phil Collins
Gloria La Riva
Sunil Freeman
Donald J. Trump
Mike Pense
Don Blankenship
William Mohr
Joseph R. Biden
Kamala Harris
Brian Carroll
Amar Patel
Write-in

U. S Senate
6 Year Term
Vote for One
Senator Tom Cotton
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
US Congress
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Michael J. Kalagias
Congressman Steve Womack
Celeste Williams
State
State Representative
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Lou Reed Sharp
Representative Charlene Fite
County
Justice of the Peace
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Jason Cox
Lee Evans
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Cedarville School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
36.0 Mills School Tax – Cedarville
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general
maintenance and operation of the
election for a covered office be
schools in the State. As provided in
determined through an instant runoff
Amendment No. 74, the Statewide
process where votes must first be
Uniform Rate replaces a portion of the
counted based on first-choice rankings; existing rate of tax levied by this School
establishing that if, after counting votes District. The total proposed school tax
according to first-choice rankings, a
levy of 36.0 mills includes 25.0 mills
candidate has a majority of votes, that specifically voted as a continuing levy
candidate must be declared the winner; pledged for the retirement of existing
providing that if no candidate has a
bond indebtedness. The surplus
majority of the votes, then the candidate revenues produced each year by the
with the fewest votes is eliminated and debt service millage may be used by the
the vote of each qualified elector whose District for other school purposes. The
first choice was the eliminated candidate total proposed school tax levy of 36.0
is then counted for the elector’s
mills represents the same rate presently
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
being collected.
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
For
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
Against
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
UNOPPOSED Candidates
has a majority of votes remaining, they
Term determined by office
must be declared the winner; providing
Vote for one is a vote for all
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.
2. If you vote for more than one
candidate in a race, your vote in that
race will not count. if you make a
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
election official for a replacement
ballot. You may replace up to two
ballots in an election.
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
VOTING!
Federal
U. S. President
4 Year Term
Vote for One

40

41

42

47

52

Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
Darcy G. Richardson
Jo Jorgensen
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
Brock Pierce
Karla Ballard
Howie Hawkins
Angela Walker
John Richard Myers
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
Phil Collins
Billy Joe Parker
Kanye West
Michelle Tidball
C.L. Gammon
Phil Collins
Gloria La Riva
Sunil Freeman
Donald J. Trump
Mike Pense
Don Blankenship
William Mohr
Joseph R. Biden
Kamala Harris
Brian Carroll
Amar Patel
Write-in

U. S Senate
6 Year Term
Vote for One
Senator Tom Cotton
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
US Congress
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Michael J. Kalagias
Congressman Steve Womack
Celeste Williams
State
State Representative
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Lou Reed Sharp
Representative Charlene Fite
County
Justice of the Peace
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Jason Cox
Lee Evans
City
Recorder-Treasurer-Clerk
4 Year Term
Vote for One
Sandra Cook
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of State to prepare and advertise the
Cedarville Detachment of City
application; providing applicants be
Territory
Detachment of the territory described in selected by a panel appointed by the
Ordinance No. 2020-06-16-01
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
For
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals
Judges, and circuit Judges if
Against
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation
and choose thirty applicants
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a from the pool affiliated with the party with
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and the largest representation in the General
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Use Tax for State Highways and
with the party with the next-largest
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement representation in the General Assembly,
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas and thirty who are not affiliated with the
largest or next-largest party; providing
Contitution, Amendment 91
the chosen applicants be publicly
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Constitution to continue a levy of a disclosed, and that the Governor and the
one-half percent sales and use tax for parliamentary leaders of the parties with
the largest and next-largest
state highways and bridges; county
representation
in the state House of
roads, bridges, and other surface
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Representatives and Senate may each
and other surface transportation after eliminate up to two applicants from each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in pool; providing the panel shall then
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, randomly select three applicants from
each pool to serve as Commissioners,
as special revenue to be distributed
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
Distribution Law.
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
For
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
requiring Commissioner terms to end
Against
when a new Commission is convened
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment and prohibiting Commissioners from
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable holding elected office or serving as a
registered lobbyist while a
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
Commissioner
and for three years
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
Limits Amendment:
elect its chair and vice chair from
A Constitutional Amendment to be
different pools; providing a quorum for
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
limits applicable to members of the
person and not by proxy; requiring at
General Assembly.
least two votes from each pool to
approve any final redistricting map and
six votes to approve any other
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
of State to provide the Commission
Against
census and election data and a means
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
To Amend The Process For The
Submission, Challenge, And Approval district to have a population as equal as
practical to the population of the state as
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution to amend the process for
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
number of state House of
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
each congressional district and to
Against
publish three redistricting maps of
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
reasonably compact, and except as
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
promote competition among political
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
redistricting and apportionment of
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
populations and boundaries, to the
Commission shall apportion and
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
becomes effective thirty days after the
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
redistricting maps; providing records of
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Commission staff, and outside
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
their duties and a per diem of up to
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing any registered Arkansas voter
Commission's duties, and providing, to
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing
qualifications, residential address, and
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary
TURN BALLOT OVER

Issues & Referendums
Arkansas Code §§ 7-2-101: through
105.

State

optometrists continue to be prohibited
from using ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
For
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
Against
that the State Board of Optometry has
Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
Elections and Majority Winner
to administer or perform the following
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
Runoffs if Necessary
intravenous or intraocular injections),
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Cedarville School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
36.0 Mills School Tax – Cedarville
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general
maintenance and operation of the
election for a covered office be
schools in the State. As provided in
determined through an instant runoff
Amendment No. 74, the Statewide
process where votes must first be
Uniform Rate replaces a portion of the
counted based on first-choice rankings; existing rate of tax levied by this School
establishing that if, after counting votes District. The total proposed school tax
according to first-choice rankings, a
levy of 36.0 mills includes 25.0 mills
candidate has a majority of votes, that specifically voted as a continuing levy
candidate must be declared the winner; pledged for the retirement of existing
providing that if no candidate has a
bond indebtedness. The surplus
majority of the votes, then the candidate revenues produced each year by the
with the fewest votes is eliminated and debt service millage may be used by the
the vote of each qualified elector whose District for other school purposes. The
first choice was the eliminated candidate total proposed school tax levy of 36.0
is then counted for the elector’s
mills represents the same rate presently
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
being collected.
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
For
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
Against
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
UNOPPOSED Candidates
has a majority of votes remaining, they
Term determined by office
must be declared the winner; providing
Vote for one is a vote for all
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed
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Issues & Referendums

from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Representative Bruce Coleman
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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Issues & Referendums

from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Representative Bruce Coleman
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.
2. If you vote for more than one
candidate in a race, your vote in that
race will not count. if you make a
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
election official for a replacement
ballot. You may replace up to two
ballots in an election.
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
VOTING!
Federal
U. S. President
4 Year Term
Vote for One

40

41

42

48

51

Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
Darcy G. Richardson
Jo Jorgensen
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
Brock Pierce
Karla Ballard
Howie Hawkins
Angela Walker
John Richard Myers
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
Phil Collins
Billy Joe Parker
Kanye West
Michelle Tidball
C.L. Gammon
Phil Collins
Gloria La Riva
Sunil Freeman
Donald J. Trump
Mike Pense
Don Blankenship
William Mohr
Joseph R. Biden
Kamala Harris
Brian Carroll
Amar Patel
Write-in

U. S Senate
6 Year Term
Vote for One
Senator Tom Cotton
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
US Congress
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Michael J. Kalagias
Congressman Steve Womack
Celeste Williams
State
State Representative
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Lou Reed Sharp
Representative Charlene Fite
County
Justice of the Peace
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Jason Cox
Lee Evans
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Cedarville School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
36.0 Mills School Tax – Cedarville
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general
maintenance and operation of the
election for a covered office be
schools in the State. As provided in
determined through an instant runoff
Amendment No. 74, the Statewide
process where votes must first be
Uniform Rate replaces a portion of the
counted based on first-choice rankings; existing rate of tax levied by this School
establishing that if, after counting votes District. The total proposed school tax
according to first-choice rankings, a
levy of 36.0 mills includes 25.0 mills
candidate has a majority of votes, that specifically voted as a continuing levy
candidate must be declared the winner; pledged for the retirement of existing
providing that if no candidate has a
bond indebtedness. The surplus
majority of the votes, then the candidate revenues produced each year by the
with the fewest votes is eliminated and debt service millage may be used by the
the vote of each qualified elector whose District for other school purposes. The
first choice was the eliminated candidate total proposed school tax levy of 36.0
is then counted for the elector’s
mills represents the same rate presently
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
being collected.
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
For
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
Against
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
UNOPPOSED Candidates
has a majority of votes remaining, they
Term determined by office
must be declared the winner; providing
Vote for one is a vote for all
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Representative Bruce Coleman
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Lee Johnson
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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Issues & Referendums

Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment means for public comment and proposal
of maps; requiring any congressional
To Amend The Process For The
Submission, Challenge, And Approval district to have a population as equal as
practical to the population of the state as
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution to amend the process for
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
2. If you vote for more than one
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
candidate in a race, your vote in that
number of state House of
amendments, and referenda.
race will not count. if you make a
Representatives
and state Senate seats,
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
election official for a replacement
to conduct at least one public meeting in
ballot. You may replace up to two
each congressional district and to
Against
ballots in an election.
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
Redistricting
Commission
redistricting
maps of state House and
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
VOTING!
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Federal
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
U. S. President
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
4 Year Term
voters
In
Arkansas,
that
wilt
replace
the
account of race or language, be
Vote for One
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
Darcy G. Richardson
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Jo Jorgensen
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
Brock Pierce
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Karla Ballard
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Howie Hawkins
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
Angela Walker
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
John Richard Myers
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Phil Collins
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Billy Joe Parker
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
Kanye West
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Michelle Tidball
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
C.L. Gammon
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
Phil Collins
persons receiving income or
$200,
subject to Increase by the General
Gloria La Riva
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
Sunil Freeman
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
Donald J. Trump
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
Mike Pense
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Don Blankenship
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
William Mohr
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
Joseph R. Biden
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
Kamala Harris
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
Brian Carroll
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
Amar Patel
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Write-in
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
U. S Senate
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
6 Year Term
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Vote for One
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
Senator Tom Cotton
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Issues & Referendums
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical
diversity,
of
three
retired
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and
necessary
to fill the panel; requiring the
Use Tax for State Highways and
panel by majority decision to place the
Bridges; and Other Surface
applicants into pools based on party
Transportation After the Retirement
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas affiliation and choose thirty applicants
from the pool affiliated with the party with
Contitution, Amendment 91
the largest representation in the General
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Constitution to continue a levy of a
with the party with the next-largest
one-half percent sales and use tax for
representation
in the General Assembly,
state highways and bridges; county
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
roads, bridges, and other surface
transportation; and city streets, bridges, largest or next-largest party; providing
the chosen applicants be publicly
and other surface transportation after
disclosed,
and that the Governor and the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, parliamentary leaders of the parties with
the largest and next-largest
as special revenue to be distributed
representation in the state House of
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue
Representatives and Senate may each
Distribution Law.
eliminate up to two applicants from each
pool; providing the panel shall then
For
randomly select three applicants from
each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Against
and providing for random replacement
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment draws if necessary to ensure at least
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable one Commissioner is selected from each
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
requiring
Commissioner terms to end
Limits Amendment:
when a new Commission is convened
A Constitutional Amendment to be
and prohibiting Commissioners from
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
holding elected office or serving as a
Amendment"; and amending the term
registered lobbyist while a
limits applicable to members of the
Commissioner and for three years
General Assembly.
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
For
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
Against
person and not by proxy; requiring at
least two votes from each pool to
approve any final redistricting map and
six votes to approve any other
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
of State to provide the Commission
census and election data and a
TURN BALLOT OVER
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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Issues & Referendums

from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Michael J. Kalagias
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
Congressman Steve Womack
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Celeste Williams
qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Representative Gary Deffenbaugh Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Michael J. Kalagias
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Congressman Steve Womack
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Celeste Williams
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
Representative Gary Deffenbaugh reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Ward 3 Position 2 City of
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Van Buren
served as an elected or appointed
2 Year Term
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
Vote for One
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Jon Baker
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Kenneth "Kenny" Bell
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Lee Johnson
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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a registered lobbyist, political party,
political campaign or political action
committee, or Is related by blood or
marriage to a disqualified person;
providing for an application requiring
statement of the applicant's
Randal Beard
qualifications, residential address, and
political party affiliation or lack of party
Rhonda Rowell
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
2. If you vote for more than one
State to prepare and advertise the
Ward
3
position
1
City
of
candidate in a race, your vote in that
application; providing applicants be
Dyer
race will not count. if you make a
selected by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
election official for a replacement
with consideration of racial, gender, and
ballot. You may replace up to two
geographical diversity, of three retired
Chelsea L. Inman
ballots in an election.
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
Katherine Fry
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
panel by majority decision to place the
VOTING!
Issues & Referendums
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty applicants
Issue
1
An
Amendment
to
the
Federal
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a from the pool affiliated with the party with
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and the largest representation in the General
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
U. S. President
Use Tax for State Highways and
with the party with the next-largest
4 Year Term
Bridges; and Other Surface
representation
in the General Assembly,
Vote for One
Transportation After the Retirement
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas and thirty who are not affiliated with the
largest or next-largest party; providing
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
Contitution, Amendment 91
the chosen applicants be publicly
Darcy G. Richardson
An Amendment to the Arkansas
disclosed,
and that the Governor and the
Constitution to continue a levy of a
Jo Jorgensen
parliamentary leaders of the parties with
one-half
percent
sales
and
use
tax
for
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
the largest and next-largest
state highways and bridges; county
Brock Pierce
representation in the state House of
roads,
bridges,
and
other
surface
Karla Ballard
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Representatives and Senate may each
Howie Hawkins
and other surface transportation after eliminate up to two applicants from each
Angela Walker
the retirement of the bonds authorized in pool; providing the panel shall then
John Richard Myers
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, randomly select three applicants from
each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
as special revenue to be distributed
and providing for random replacement
under
the
Arkansas
Highway
Revenue
Phil Collins
draws if necessary to ensure at least
Distribution Law.
Billy Joe Parker
one Commissioner is selected from each
Kanye West
congressional district, and that the panel
For
Michelle Tidball
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
requiring Commissioner terms to end
C.L. Gammon
Against
when a new Commission is convened
Phil Collins
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment and prohibiting Commissioners from
Gloria La Riva
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable holding elected office or serving as a
Sunil Freeman
registered lobbyist while a
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
Donald J. Trump
Commissioner and for three years
to
be
Know
as
"The
Arkansas
Term
Mike Pense
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
Limits Amendment:
Don Blankenship
elect its chair and vice chair from
A Constitutional Amendment to be
William Mohr
different
pools; providing a quorum for
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Joseph R. Biden
Amendment"; and amending the term any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
Kamala Harris
limits applicable to members of the
person and not by proxy; requiring at
General
Assembly.
Brian Carroll
least two votes from each pool to
Amar Patel
approve any final redistricting map and
six votes to approve any other
Write-in
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
of State to provide the Commission
Against
U. S Senate
census and election data and a means
6 Year Term
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Vote for One
maps; requiring any congressional
To Amend The Process For The
district
to have a population as equal as
Submission, Challenge, And Approval
practical to the population of the state as
Senator Tom Cotton
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Referenda
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
requiring
any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
US Congress
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
2 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Vote for One
number of state House of
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Frank Gilbert
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
each congressional district and to
William H. Hanson
Against
publish three redistricting maps of
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Representative Bruce Westerman
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
State
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
State Representative
statewide
basis; directing, to the extent
create
a
Citizens'
Redistricting
2 Year Term
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commission, consisting of nine
Vote for One
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
Representative Bruce Coleman
reasonably compact, and except as
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
City
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
promote competition among political
the General Assembly for the
Recorder-Treasurer-Clerk
parties; requiring the Commission to
redistricting and apportionment of
4 Year Term
certify
its final maps, and the respective
congressional
districts;
providing
the
Vote for One
populations and boundaries, to the
Commission shall apportion and
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Terri "Lynn" Hubbard
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Ward 1 Position 1 City of
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Dyer
becomes effective thirty days after the
Secretary of State to publish the
2 Year Term
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Commission's
work
product
and
Vote for One
State any revision pursuant to the
redistricting maps; providing records of
Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications
of
the
Commissioners,
Robert Porter
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Commission staff, and outside
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Jeff Baxter
their duties and a per diem of up to
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
persons receiving income or
Ward 1 Position 2 City of
Assembly; requiring the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Dyer
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
2 Year Term
case less than $750,000, for the
providing any registered Arkansas voter
Vote for One
Commission's duties, and providing, to
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Paul Brown
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
Richard Swearingen
from the Constitutional Officers
federal, state, county or city official,
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
party, or has been employed by
TURN BALLOT OVER

1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Ward 2 Position 2 City of
Dyer
2 Year Term
Vote for One

Issues & Referendums
Fund; providing the Supreme Court have
original jurisdiction to require by
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
perform their duties; providing
references to the Board of
Apportionment in the Constitution shall
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.

State

following surgical procedures: perform
injections (excluding intravenous or
intraocular injections), incision and
curettage of a chalazion, removal and
biopsy of skin lesions with low risk of
malignancy (excluding lesions involving
the lid margin or nasal to the puncta),
laser capsulotomy, and laser
trabeculoplasty; providing that licensed
optometrists continue to be prohibited
from using ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
For
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
Against
that the State Board of Optometry has
Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
Elections and Majority Winner
to administer or perform the following
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
Runoffs if Necessary
intravenous or intraocular injections),
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Frank Gilbert
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
William H. Hanson
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Representative Bruce Westerman be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Representative Bruce Coleman
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Ward 1 Position 2 City of
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Alma
served as an elected or appointed
2 Year Term
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
Vote for One
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Paul Mahan
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Larry Blasingame
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
Issues & Referendums
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Alma Term length
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
electing two (2) Alma city council
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
members from each ward to four-year political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
terms insted of two-year terms as
State to prepare and advertise the
described in Ordinance No. 2020-1
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
For
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Against
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Representative Bruce Coleman
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
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2. If you vote for more than one
candidate in a race, your vote in that
race will not count. if you make a
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
election official for a replacement
ballot. You may replace up to two
ballots in an election.
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
VOTING!
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U. S Senate
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2 Year Term
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
County
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
party, or has been employed by a
Constable
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
2 Year Term
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
Vote for One
perform their duties; providing
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
Tom Fite
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Farrah Turner
qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
Issues & Referendums
For
State to prepare and advertise the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
application; providing applicants be
Against
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a selected by a panel appointed by the
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Use Tax for State Highways and
with consideration of racial, gender, and
Bridges; and Other Surface
geographical diversity, of three retired
Transportation After the Retirement Supreme Court Justices and Court of
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
Contitution, Amendment 91
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
panel by majority decision to place the
Constitution to continue a levy of a
applicants into pools based on party
one-half percent sales and use tax for affiliation and choose thirty applicants
state highways and bridges; county from the pool affiliated with the party with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest representation in the General
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
and other surface transportation after
with the party with the next-largest
the retirement of the bonds authorized in representation in the General Assembly,
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, and thirty who are not affiliated with the
as special revenue to be distributed
largest or next-largest party; providing
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue
the chosen applicants be publicly
Distribution Law.
disclosed, and that the Governor and the
parliamentary leaders of the parties with
For
the largest and next-largest
representation in the state House of
Representatives and Senate may each
Against
eliminate up to two applicants from each
pool; providing the panel shall then
randomly select three applicants from
each pool to serve as Commissioners,
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
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Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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6 Year Term
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2 Year Term
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Cedarville School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
36.0 Mills School Tax – Cedarville
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general
maintenance and operation of the
election for a covered office be
schools in the State. As provided in
determined through an instant runoff
Amendment No. 74, the Statewide
process where votes must first be
Uniform Rate replaces a portion of the
counted based on first-choice rankings; existing rate of tax levied by this School
establishing that if, after counting votes District. The total proposed school tax
according to first-choice rankings, a
levy of 36.0 mills includes 25.0 mills
candidate has a majority of votes, that specifically voted as a continuing levy
candidate must be declared the winner; pledged for the retirement of existing
providing that if no candidate has a
bond indebtedness. The surplus
majority of the votes, then the candidate revenues produced each year by the
with the fewest votes is eliminated and debt service millage may be used by the
the vote of each qualified elector whose District for other school purposes. The
first choice was the eliminated candidate total proposed school tax levy of 36.0
is then counted for the elector’s
mills represents the same rate presently
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
being collected.
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
For
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
Against
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
UNOPPOSED Candidates
has a majority of votes remaining, they
Term determined by office
must be declared the winner; providing
Vote for one is a vote for all
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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Issues & Referendums

from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
County
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
party, or has been employed by a
Constable
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
2 Year Term
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
Vote for One
perform their duties; providing
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
Tom Fite
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Farrah Turner
qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
Issues & Referendums
For
State to prepare and advertise the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
application; providing applicants be
Against
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a selected by a panel appointed by the
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Use Tax for State Highways and
with consideration of racial, gender, and
Bridges; and Other Surface
geographical diversity, of three retired
Transportation After the Retirement Supreme Court Justices and Court of
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
Contitution, Amendment 91
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
panel by majority decision to place the
Constitution to continue a levy of a
applicants into pools based on party
one-half percent sales and use tax for affiliation and choose thirty applicants
state highways and bridges; county from the pool affiliated with the party with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest representation in the General
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
and other surface transportation after
with the party with the next-largest
the retirement of the bonds authorized in representation in the General Assembly,
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, and thirty who are not affiliated with the
as special revenue to be distributed
largest or next-largest party; providing
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue
the chosen applicants be publicly
Distribution Law.
disclosed, and that the Governor and the
parliamentary leaders of the parties with
For
the largest and next-largest
representation in the state House of
Representatives and Senate may each
Against
eliminate up to two applicants from each
pool; providing the panel shall then
randomly select three applicants from
each pool to serve as Commissioners,
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Frank Gilbert
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
William H. Hanson
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Representative Bruce Westerman be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Lee Johnson
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
Recorder-Treasurer-Clerk
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
4 Year Term
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
Vote for One
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Leo C. McKee
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Lee Johnson
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment means for public comment and proposal
of maps; requiring any congressional
To Amend The Process For The
Submission, Challenge, And Approval district to have a population as equal as
practical to the population of the state as
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution to amend the process for
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
2. If you vote for more than one
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
candidate in a race, your vote in that
number of state House of
amendments, and referenda.
race will not count. if you make a
Representatives
and state Senate seats,
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
election official for a replacement
to conduct at least one public meeting in
ballot. You may replace up to two
each congressional district and to
Against
ballots in an election.
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
Redistricting
Commission
redistricting
maps of state House and
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
VOTING!
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Federal
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
U. S. President
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
4 Year Term
voters
In
Arkansas,
that
wilt
replace
the
account of race or language, be
Vote for One
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
Darcy G. Richardson
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Jo Jorgensen
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
Brock Pierce
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Karla Ballard
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Howie Hawkins
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
Angela Walker
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
John Richard Myers
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Phil Collins
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Billy Joe Parker
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
Kanye West
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Michelle Tidball
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
C.L. Gammon
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
Phil Collins
persons receiving income or
$200,
subject to Increase by the General
Gloria La Riva
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
Sunil Freeman
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
Donald J. Trump
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
Mike Pense
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Don Blankenship
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
William Mohr
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
Joseph R. Biden
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
Kamala Harris
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
Brian Carroll
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
Amar Patel
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Write-in
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
U. S Senate
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
6 Year Term
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Vote for One
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
Senator Tom Cotton
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Issues & Referendums
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical
diversity,
of
three
retired
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and
necessary
to fill the panel; requiring the
Use Tax for State Highways and
panel by majority decision to place the
Bridges; and Other Surface
applicants into pools based on party
Transportation After the Retirement
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas affiliation and choose thirty applicants
from the pool affiliated with the party with
Contitution, Amendment 91
the largest representation in the General
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Constitution to continue a levy of a
with the party with the next-largest
one-half percent sales and use tax for
representation
in the General Assembly,
state highways and bridges; county
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
roads, bridges, and other surface
transportation; and city streets, bridges, largest or next-largest party; providing
the chosen applicants be publicly
and other surface transportation after
disclosed,
and that the Governor and the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, parliamentary leaders of the parties with
the largest and next-largest
as special revenue to be distributed
representation in the state House of
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue
Representatives and Senate may each
Distribution Law.
eliminate up to two applicants from each
pool; providing the panel shall then
For
randomly select three applicants from
each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Against
and providing for random replacement
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment draws if necessary to ensure at least
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable one Commissioner is selected from each
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
requiring
Commissioner terms to end
Limits Amendment:
when a new Commission is convened
A Constitutional Amendment to be
and prohibiting Commissioners from
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
holding elected office or serving as a
Amendment"; and amending the term
registered lobbyist while a
limits applicable to members of the
Commissioner and for three years
General Assembly.
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
For
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
Against
person and not by proxy; requiring at
least two votes from each pool to
approve any final redistricting map and
six votes to approve any other
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
of State to provide the Commission
census and election data and a
TURN BALLOT OVER
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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Issues & Referendums

from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Michael J. Kalagias
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
Congressman Steve Womack
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Celeste Williams
qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Representative Bruce Coleman
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment means for public comment and proposal
of maps; requiring any congressional
To Amend The Process For The
Submission, Challenge, And Approval district to have a population as equal as
practical to the population of the state as
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution to amend the process for
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
2. If you vote for more than one
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
candidate in a race, your vote in that
number of state House of
amendments, and referenda.
race will not count. if you make a
Representatives
and state Senate seats,
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
election official for a replacement
to conduct at least one public meeting in
ballot. You may replace up to two
each congressional district and to
Against
ballots in an election.
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
Redistricting
Commission
redistricting
maps of state House and
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
VOTING!
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Federal
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
U. S. President
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
4 Year Term
voters
In
Arkansas,
that
wilt
replace
the
account of race or language, be
Vote for One
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
Darcy G. Richardson
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Jo Jorgensen
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
Brock Pierce
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Karla Ballard
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Howie Hawkins
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
Angela Walker
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
John Richard Myers
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Phil Collins
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Billy Joe Parker
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
Kanye West
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Michelle Tidball
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
C.L. Gammon
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
Phil Collins
persons receiving income or
$200,
subject to Increase by the General
Gloria La Riva
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
Sunil Freeman
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
Donald J. Trump
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
Mike Pense
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Don Blankenship
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
William Mohr
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
Joseph R. Biden
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
Kamala Harris
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
Brian Carroll
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
Amar Patel
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Write-in
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
U. S Senate
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
6 Year Term
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Vote for One
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
Senator Tom Cotton
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Issues & Referendums
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical
diversity,
of
three
retired
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and
necessary
to fill the panel; requiring the
Use Tax for State Highways and
panel by majority decision to place the
Bridges; and Other Surface
applicants into pools based on party
Transportation After the Retirement
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas affiliation and choose thirty applicants
from the pool affiliated with the party with
Contitution, Amendment 91
the largest representation in the General
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Constitution to continue a levy of a
with the party with the next-largest
one-half percent sales and use tax for
representation
in the General Assembly,
state highways and bridges; county
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
roads, bridges, and other surface
transportation; and city streets, bridges, largest or next-largest party; providing
the chosen applicants be publicly
and other surface transportation after
disclosed,
and that the Governor and the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, parliamentary leaders of the parties with
the largest and next-largest
as special revenue to be distributed
representation in the state House of
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue
Representatives and Senate may each
Distribution Law.
eliminate up to two applicants from each
pool; providing the panel shall then
For
randomly select three applicants from
each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Against
and providing for random replacement
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment draws if necessary to ensure at least
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable one Commissioner is selected from each
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
requiring
Commissioner terms to end
Limits Amendment:
when a new Commission is convened
A Constitutional Amendment to be
and prohibiting Commissioners from
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
holding elected office or serving as a
Amendment"; and amending the term
registered lobbyist while a
limits applicable to members of the
Commissioner and for three years
General Assembly.
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
For
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
Against
person and not by proxy; requiring at
least two votes from each pool to
approve any final redistricting map and
six votes to approve any other
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
of State to provide the Commission
census and election data and a
TURN BALLOT OVER
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Cedarville School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
36.0 Mills School Tax – Cedarville
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general
maintenance and operation of the
election for a covered office be
schools in the State. As provided in
determined through an instant runoff
Amendment No. 74, the Statewide
process where votes must first be
Uniform Rate replaces a portion of the
counted based on first-choice rankings; existing rate of tax levied by this School
establishing that if, after counting votes District. The total proposed school tax
according to first-choice rankings, a
levy of 36.0 mills includes 25.0 mills
candidate has a majority of votes, that specifically voted as a continuing levy
candidate must be declared the winner; pledged for the retirement of existing
providing that if no candidate has a
bond indebtedness. The surplus
majority of the votes, then the candidate revenues produced each year by the
with the fewest votes is eliminated and debt service millage may be used by the
the vote of each qualified elector whose District for other school purposes. The
first choice was the eliminated candidate total proposed school tax levy of 36.0
is then counted for the elector’s
mills represents the same rate presently
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
being collected.
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
For
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
Against
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
UNOPPOSED Candidates
has a majority of votes remaining, they
Term determined by office
must be declared the winner; providing
Vote for one is a vote for all
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Mark H. Berry
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Gwen Ford Faulkenberry
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
Issues & Referendums
affiliation and choose thirty applicants
from the pool affiliated with the party with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the largest representation in the General
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
with the party with the next-largest
Use Tax for State Highways and
representation in the General Assembly,
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement and thirty who are not affiliated with the
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas largest or next-largest party; providing
the chosen applicants be publicly
Contitution, Amendment 91
disclosed, and that the Governor and the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
parliamentary leaders of the parties with
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the largest and next-largest
one-half percent sales and use tax for
representation in the state House of
state highways and bridges; county
Representatives and Senate may each
roads, bridges, and other surface
transportation; and city streets, bridges, eliminate up to two applicants from each
pool; providing the panel shall then
and other surface transportation after
the retirement of the bonds authorized in randomly select three applicants from
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, each pool to serve as Commissioners,
and providing for random replacement
as special revenue to be distributed
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue draws if necessary to ensure at least
one Commissioner is selected from each
Distribution Law.
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
For
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
Against
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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Issues & Referendums

applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Frank Gilbert
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
William H. Hanson
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Representative Bruce Westerman be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Representative Bruce Coleman
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
Recorder-Treasurer-Clerk
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
4 Year Term
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
Vote for One
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Tina Moore
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Scott Dyer
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Representative Bruce Coleman
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment means for public comment and proposal
of maps; requiring any congressional
To Amend The Process For The
Submission, Challenge, And Approval district to have a population as equal as
practical to the population of the state as
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution to amend the process for
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
2. If you vote for more than one
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
candidate in a race, your vote in that
number of state House of
amendments, and referenda.
race will not count. if you make a
Representatives
and state Senate seats,
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
election official for a replacement
to conduct at least one public meeting in
ballot. You may replace up to two
each congressional district and to
Against
ballots in an election.
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
Redistricting
Commission
redistricting
maps of state House and
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
VOTING!
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Federal
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
U. S. President
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
4 Year Term
voters
In
Arkansas,
that
wilt
replace
the
account of race or language, be
Vote for One
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
Darcy G. Richardson
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Jo Jorgensen
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
Brock Pierce
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Karla Ballard
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Howie Hawkins
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
Angela Walker
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
John Richard Myers
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Phil Collins
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Billy Joe Parker
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
Kanye West
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Michelle Tidball
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
C.L. Gammon
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
Phil Collins
persons receiving income or
$200,
subject to Increase by the General
Gloria La Riva
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
Sunil Freeman
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
Donald J. Trump
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
Mike Pense
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Don Blankenship
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
William Mohr
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
Joseph R. Biden
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
Kamala Harris
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
Brian Carroll
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
Amar Patel
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Write-in
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
U. S Senate
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
6 Year Term
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Vote for One
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
Senator Tom Cotton
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Issues & Referendums
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical
diversity,
of
three
retired
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and
necessary
to fill the panel; requiring the
Use Tax for State Highways and
panel by majority decision to place the
Bridges; and Other Surface
applicants into pools based on party
Transportation After the Retirement
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas affiliation and choose thirty applicants
from the pool affiliated with the party with
Contitution, Amendment 91
the largest representation in the General
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Constitution to continue a levy of a
with the party with the next-largest
one-half percent sales and use tax for
representation
in the General Assembly,
state highways and bridges; county
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
roads, bridges, and other surface
transportation; and city streets, bridges, largest or next-largest party; providing
the chosen applicants be publicly
and other surface transportation after
disclosed,
and that the Governor and the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, parliamentary leaders of the parties with
the largest and next-largest
as special revenue to be distributed
representation in the state House of
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue
Representatives and Senate may each
Distribution Law.
eliminate up to two applicants from each
pool; providing the panel shall then
For
randomly select three applicants from
each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Against
and providing for random replacement
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment draws if necessary to ensure at least
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable one Commissioner is selected from each
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
requiring
Commissioner terms to end
Limits Amendment:
when a new Commission is convened
A Constitutional Amendment to be
and prohibiting Commissioners from
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
holding elected office or serving as a
Amendment"; and amending the term
registered lobbyist while a
limits applicable to members of the
Commissioner and for three years
General Assembly.
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
For
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
Against
person and not by proxy; requiring at
least two votes from each pool to
approve any final redistricting map and
six votes to approve any other
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
of State to provide the Commission
census and election data and a
TURN BALLOT OVER
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Frank Gilbert
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
William H. Hanson
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Representative Bruce Westerman be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Lee Johnson
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
Recorder-Treasurer-Clerk
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
4 Year Term
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
Vote for One
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Carla Dickerson Southerland
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Ward 2 Position 2 City of
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
2 Year Term
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
Vote for One
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Daimien Sadat Rice
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
Kimberly S. Bruce
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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Issues & Referendums

from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Lee Johnson
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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Issues & Referendums

applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Frank Gilbert
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
William H. Hanson
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Representative Bruce Westerman be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Mark H. Berry
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
Gwen Ford Faulkenberry
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
City
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
Recorder-Treasurer-Clerk
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
4 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Carla Dickerson Southerland
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
Ward 2 Position 2 City of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
2 Year Term
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Vote for One
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
Daimien Sadat Rice
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Kimberly S. Bruce
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Frank Gilbert
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
William H. Hanson
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Representative Bruce Westerman be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Lee Johnson
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
Recorder-Treasurer-Clerk
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
4 Year Term
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
Vote for One
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Carla Dickerson Southerland
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Ward 2 Position 2 City of
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
2 Year Term
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
Vote for One
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Daimien Sadat Rice
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
Kimberly S. Bruce
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Lee Johnson
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.
2. If you vote for more than one
candidate in a race, your vote in that
race will not count. if you make a
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
election official for a replacement
ballot. You may replace up to two
ballots in an election.
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
VOTING!
Federal
U. S. President
4 Year Term
Vote for One

40
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Phil Collins
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Donald J. Trump
Mike Pense
Don Blankenship
William Mohr
Joseph R. Biden
Kamala Harris
Brian Carroll
Amar Patel
Write-in

U. S Senate
6 Year Term
Vote for One
Senator Tom Cotton
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
US Congress
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Michael J. Kalagias
Congressman Steve Womack
Celeste Williams
State
State Representative
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Representative Bruce Coleman
County
Justice of the Peace
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Autumn Grant
Jayson E. Peppas
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.
2. If you vote for more than one
candidate in a race, your vote in that
race will not count. if you make a
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
election official for a replacement
ballot. You may replace up to two
ballots in an election.
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
VOTING!
Federal
U. S. President
4 Year Term
Vote for One

40

41

43

49
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Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
Darcy G. Richardson
Jo Jorgensen
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
Brock Pierce
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Tiara Suzanne Lusk
Phil Collins
Billy Joe Parker
Kanye West
Michelle Tidball
C.L. Gammon
Phil Collins
Gloria La Riva
Sunil Freeman
Donald J. Trump
Mike Pense
Don Blankenship
William Mohr
Joseph R. Biden
Kamala Harris
Brian Carroll
Amar Patel
Write-in

U. S Senate
6 Year Term
Vote for One
Senator Tom Cotton
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
US Congress
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Michael J. Kalagias
Congressman Steve Womack
Celeste Williams
State
State Representative
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Representative Bruce Coleman
County
Justice of the Peace
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Autumn Grant
Jayson E. Peppas
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Cedarville School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
36.0 Mills School Tax – Cedarville
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general
maintenance and operation of the
election for a covered office be
schools in the State. As provided in
determined through an instant runoff
Amendment No. 74, the Statewide
process where votes must first be
Uniform Rate replaces a portion of the
counted based on first-choice rankings; existing rate of tax levied by this School
establishing that if, after counting votes District. The total proposed school tax
according to first-choice rankings, a
levy of 36.0 mills includes 25.0 mills
candidate has a majority of votes, that specifically voted as a continuing levy
candidate must be declared the winner; pledged for the retirement of existing
providing that if no candidate has a
bond indebtedness. The surplus
majority of the votes, then the candidate revenues produced each year by the
with the fewest votes is eliminated and debt service millage may be used by the
the vote of each qualified elector whose District for other school purposes. The
first choice was the eliminated candidate total proposed school tax levy of 36.0
is then counted for the elector’s
mills represents the same rate presently
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
being collected.
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
For
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
Against
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
UNOPPOSED Candidates
has a majority of votes remaining, they
Term determined by office
must be declared the winner; providing
Vote for one is a vote for all
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
County
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
party, or has been employed by a
Justice of the Peace
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
2 Year Term
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
Vote for One
perform their duties; providing
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
Autumn Grant
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Jayson E. Peppas
qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
Issues & Referendums
For
State to prepare and advertise the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
application; providing applicants be
Against
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a selected by a panel appointed by the
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Use Tax for State Highways and
with consideration of racial, gender, and
Bridges; and Other Surface
geographical diversity, of three retired
Transportation After the Retirement Supreme Court Justices and Court of
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
Contitution, Amendment 91
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
panel by majority decision to place the
Constitution to continue a levy of a
applicants into pools based on party
one-half percent sales and use tax for affiliation and choose thirty applicants
state highways and bridges; county from the pool affiliated with the party with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest representation in the General
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
and other surface transportation after
with the party with the next-largest
the retirement of the bonds authorized in representation in the General Assembly,
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, and thirty who are not affiliated with the
as special revenue to be distributed
largest or next-largest party; providing
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue
the chosen applicants be publicly
Distribution Law.
disclosed, and that the Governor and the
parliamentary leaders of the parties with
For
the largest and next-largest
representation in the state House of
Representatives and Senate may each
Against
eliminate up to two applicants from each
pool; providing the panel shall then
randomly select three applicants from
each pool to serve as Commissioners,
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Representative Bruce Coleman
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.
2. If you vote for more than one
candidate in a race, your vote in that
race will not count. if you make a
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
election official for a replacement
ballot. You may replace up to two
ballots in an election.
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
VOTING!
Federal
U. S. President
4 Year Term
Vote for One

40

41

44

45

54

Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
Darcy G. Richardson
Jo Jorgensen
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
Brock Pierce
Karla Ballard
Howie Hawkins
Angela Walker
John Richard Myers
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
Phil Collins
Billy Joe Parker
Kanye West
Michelle Tidball
C.L. Gammon
Phil Collins
Gloria La Riva
Sunil Freeman
Donald J. Trump
Mike Pense
Don Blankenship
William Mohr
Joseph R. Biden
Kamala Harris
Brian Carroll
Amar Patel
Write-in

U. S Senate
6 Year Term
Vote for One
Senator Tom Cotton
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
US Congress
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Michael J. Kalagias
Congressman Steve Womack
Celeste Williams
State
State Representative
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Representative Bruce Coleman
County
Justice of the Peace
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Autumn Grant
Jayson E. Peppas
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Issues & Referendums

applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.
2. If you vote for more than one
candidate in a race, your vote in that
race will not count. if you make a
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
election official for a replacement
ballot. You may replace up to two
ballots in an election.
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
VOTING!
Federal
U. S. President
4 Year Term
Vote for One

40

41

44

46

51

Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
Darcy G. Richardson
Jo Jorgensen
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
Brock Pierce
Karla Ballard
Howie Hawkins
Angela Walker
John Richard Myers
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
Phil Collins
Billy Joe Parker
Kanye West
Michelle Tidball
C.L. Gammon
Phil Collins
Gloria La Riva
Sunil Freeman
Donald J. Trump
Mike Pense
Don Blankenship
William Mohr
Joseph R. Biden
Kamala Harris
Brian Carroll
Amar Patel
Write-in

U. S Senate
6 Year Term
Vote for One
Senator Tom Cotton
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
US Congress
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Michael J. Kalagias
Congressman Steve Womack
Celeste Williams
State
State Representative
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Lou Reed Sharp
Representative Charlene Fite
County
Justice of the Peace
2 Year Term
Vote for One
Jason Cox
Lee Evans
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Cedarville School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
36.0 Mills School Tax – Cedarville
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general
maintenance and operation of the
election for a covered office be
schools in the State. As provided in
determined through an instant runoff
Amendment No. 74, the Statewide
process where votes must first be
Uniform Rate replaces a portion of the
counted based on first-choice rankings; existing rate of tax levied by this School
establishing that if, after counting votes District. The total proposed school tax
according to first-choice rankings, a
levy of 36.0 mills includes 25.0 mills
candidate has a majority of votes, that specifically voted as a continuing levy
candidate must be declared the winner; pledged for the retirement of existing
providing that if no candidate has a
bond indebtedness. The surplus
majority of the votes, then the candidate revenues produced each year by the
with the fewest votes is eliminated and debt service millage may be used by the
the vote of each qualified elector whose District for other school purposes. The
first choice was the eliminated candidate total proposed school tax levy of 36.0
is then counted for the elector’s
mills represents the same rate presently
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
being collected.
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
For
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
Against
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
UNOPPOSED Candidates
has a majority of votes remaining, they
Term determined by office
must be declared the winner; providing
Vote for one is a vote for all
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Michael J. Kalagias
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
Congressman Steve Womack
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Celeste Williams
qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Representative Bruce Coleman
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Michael J. Kalagias
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Congressman Steve Womack
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Celeste Williams
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
Representative Gary Deffenbaugh reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Ward 3 Position 2 City of
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Van Buren
served as an elected or appointed
2 Year Term
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
Vote for One
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Jon Baker
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Kenneth "Kenny" Bell
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Michael J. Kalagias
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Congressman Steve Womack
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Celeste Williams
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
Representative Gary Deffenbaugh reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Ward 3 Position 2 City of
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Van Buren
served as an elected or appointed
2 Year Term
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
Vote for One
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Jon Baker
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Kenneth "Kenny" Bell
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Michael J. Kalagias
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Congressman Steve Womack
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Celeste Williams
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
Representative Gary Deffenbaugh reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Ward 3 Position 2 City of
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Van Buren
served as an elected or appointed
2 Year Term
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
Vote for One
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Jon Baker
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Kenneth "Kenny" Bell
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Michael J. Kalagias
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
Congressman Steve Womack
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Celeste Williams
qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Representative Gary Deffenbaugh Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Michael J. Kalagias
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Congressman Steve Womack
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Celeste Williams
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
Representative Gary Deffenbaugh reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Ward 3 Position 2 City of
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Van Buren
served as an elected or appointed
2 Year Term
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
Vote for One
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Jon Baker
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Kenneth "Kenny" Bell
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Michael J. Kalagias
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
Congressman Steve Womack
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Celeste Williams
qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Lee Johnson
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Michael J. Kalagias
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
Congressman Steve Womack
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Celeste Williams
qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Lee Johnson
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment means for public comment and proposal
of maps; requiring any congressional
To Amend The Process For The
Submission, Challenge, And Approval district to have a population as equal as
practical to the population of the state as
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution to amend the process for
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
2. If you vote for more than one
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
candidate in a race, your vote in that
number of state House of
amendments, and referenda.
race will not count. if you make a
Representatives
and state Senate seats,
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
election official for a replacement
to conduct at least one public meeting in
ballot. You may replace up to two
each congressional district and to
Against
ballots in an election.
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
Redistricting
Commission
redistricting
maps of state House and
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
VOTING!
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Federal
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
U. S. President
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
4 Year Term
voters
In
Arkansas,
that
wilt
replace
the
account of race or language, be
Vote for One
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
Darcy G. Richardson
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Jo Jorgensen
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
Brock Pierce
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Karla Ballard
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Howie Hawkins
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
Angela Walker
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
John Richard Myers
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Phil Collins
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Billy Joe Parker
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
Kanye West
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Michelle Tidball
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
C.L. Gammon
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
Phil Collins
persons receiving income or
$200,
subject to Increase by the General
Gloria La Riva
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
Sunil Freeman
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
Donald J. Trump
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
Mike Pense
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Don Blankenship
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
William Mohr
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
Joseph R. Biden
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
Kamala Harris
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
Brian Carroll
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
Amar Patel
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Write-in
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
U. S Senate
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
6 Year Term
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Vote for One
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
Senator Tom Cotton
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Issues & Referendums
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical
diversity,
of
three
retired
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and
necessary
to fill the panel; requiring the
Use Tax for State Highways and
panel by majority decision to place the
Bridges; and Other Surface
applicants into pools based on party
Transportation After the Retirement
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas affiliation and choose thirty applicants
from the pool affiliated with the party with
Contitution, Amendment 91
the largest representation in the General
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Constitution to continue a levy of a
with the party with the next-largest
one-half percent sales and use tax for
representation
in the General Assembly,
state highways and bridges; county
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
roads, bridges, and other surface
transportation; and city streets, bridges, largest or next-largest party; providing
the chosen applicants be publicly
and other surface transportation after
disclosed,
and that the Governor and the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, parliamentary leaders of the parties with
the largest and next-largest
as special revenue to be distributed
representation in the state House of
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue
Representatives and Senate may each
Distribution Law.
eliminate up to two applicants from each
pool; providing the panel shall then
For
randomly select three applicants from
each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Against
and providing for random replacement
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment draws if necessary to ensure at least
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable one Commissioner is selected from each
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
requiring
Commissioner terms to end
Limits Amendment:
when a new Commission is convened
A Constitutional Amendment to be
and prohibiting Commissioners from
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
holding elected office or serving as a
Amendment"; and amending the term
registered lobbyist while a
limits applicable to members of the
Commissioner and for three years
General Assembly.
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
For
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
Against
person and not by proxy; requiring at
least two votes from each pool to
approve any final redistricting map and
six votes to approve any other
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
of State to provide the Commission
census and election data and a
TURN BALLOT OVER
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Michael J. Kalagias
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Congressman Steve Womack
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Celeste Williams
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
Representative Gary Deffenbaugh reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Ward 3 Position 2 City of
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Van Buren
served as an elected or appointed
2 Year Term
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
Vote for One
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Jon Baker
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Kenneth "Kenny" Bell
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Michael J. Kalagias
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Congressman Steve Womack
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Celeste Williams
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
Representative Gary Deffenbaugh reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Ward 3 Position 2 City of
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Van Buren
served as an elected or appointed
2 Year Term
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
Vote for One
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Jon Baker
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Kenneth "Kenny" Bell
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Michael J. Kalagias
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
Congressman Steve Womack
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Celeste Williams
qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Representative Gary Deffenbaugh Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Michael J. Kalagias
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Congressman Steve Womack
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Celeste Williams
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
Representative Gary Deffenbaugh reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Ward 3 Position 2 City of
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Van Buren
served as an elected or appointed
2 Year Term
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
Vote for One
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Jon Baker
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Kenneth "Kenny" Bell
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Michael J. Kalagias
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Congressman Steve Womack
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Celeste Williams
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
Representative Gary Deffenbaugh reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Ward 3 Position 2 City of
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Van Buren
served as an elected or appointed
2 Year Term
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
Vote for One
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Jon Baker
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Kenneth "Kenny" Bell
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.
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State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
Constitution to continue a levy of a
that the Governor and the parliamentary
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
transportation; and city streets, bridges, Senate may each eliminate up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
Commission is convened and prohibiting
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
from each pool to approve any final
redistricting map and six votes to
For
approve any other Commission act;
requiring the Secretary of State to
provide the Commission census and
Against
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
amendments, and referenda.
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Against
each congressional district and to
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Michael J. Kalagias
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
Congressman Steve Womack
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Celeste Williams
qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Representative Bruce Coleman
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Michael J. Kalagias
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
Congressman Steve Womack
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Celeste Williams
qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Representative Gary Deffenbaugh Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Michael J. Kalagias
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
Congressman Steve Womack
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Celeste Williams
qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Lee Johnson
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Michael J. Kalagias
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Congressman Steve Womack
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Celeste Williams
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
Representative Gary Deffenbaugh reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Ward 3 Position 2 City of
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Van Buren
served as an elected or appointed
2 Year Term
Commission shall receive such moneys
federal, state, county or city official,
Vote for One
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Jon Baker
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Kenneth "Kenny" Bell
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Michael J. Kalagias
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Congressman Steve Womack
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Celeste Williams
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
Representative Gary Deffenbaugh reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
County
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
Constable
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
2 Year Term
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
Vote for One
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Tom Fite
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Farrah Turner
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
City
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Ward 3 Position 2 City of
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Van Buren
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
2 Year Term
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
Vote for One
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Jon Baker
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Kenneth "Kenny" Bell
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
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name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
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Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Michael J. Kalagias
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Congressman Steve Womack
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Celeste Williams
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
Representative Gary Deffenbaugh reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
County
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
Constable
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
2 Year Term
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
Vote for One
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Tom Fite
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Farrah Turner
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Lee Johnson
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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applicants from the pool affiliated with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the party with the largest representation
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and in the General Assembly, thirty from the
pool affiliated with the party with the
Use Tax for State Highways and
next-largest representation in the
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement General Assembly, and thirty who are
not affiliated with the largest or
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas
next-largest party; providing the chosen
Contitution, Amendment 91
An Amendment to the Arkansas
applicants be publicly disclosed, and
2. If you vote for more than one
Constitution
to
continue
a
levy
of
a
that
the Governor and the parliamentary
candidate in a race, your vote in that
one-half percent sales and use tax for
leaders of the parties with the largest
race will not count. if you make a
state highways and bridges; county
and next-largest representation in the
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
roads, bridges, and other surface
state House of Representatives and
election official for a replacement
transportation;
and
city
streets,
bridges,
Senate
may each eliminate up to two
ballot. You may replace up to two
and other surface transportation after applicants from each pool; providing the
ballots in an election.
the retirement of the bonds authorized in panel shall then randomly select three
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, applicants from each pool to serve as
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
as special revenue to be distributed
Commissioners, and providing for
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue random replacement draws if necessary
VOTING!
Distribution Law.
to ensure at least one Commissioner is
selected from each congressional
Federal
For
district, and that the panel shall fill any
Commission vacancy; requiring
Commissioner
terms to end when a new
Against
U. S. President
Commission is convened and prohibiting
4 Year Term
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment Commissioners from holding elected
Vote for One
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable office or serving as a registered lobbyist
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, while a Commissioner and for three
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
years thereafter; requiring the
Darcy G. Richardson
Limits Amendment:
Commission to elect its chair and vice
Jo Jorgensen
A Constitutional Amendment to be
chair from different pools; providing a
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
quorum for any meeting is seven
Brock Pierce
Amendment"; and amending the term
Commissioners, and requiring
Karla Ballard
limits applicable to members of the attendance and voting in person and not
General Assembly.
by proxy; requiring at least two votes
Howie Hawkins
from each pool to approve any final
Angela Walker
redistricting map and six votes to
John Richard Myers
For
approve
any other Commission act;
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
requiring the Secretary of State to
Phil Collins
provide the Commission census and
Against
Billy Joe Parker
election data and a means for public
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
Kanye West
comment and proposal of maps;
To Amend The Process For The
Michelle Tidball
requiring any congressional district to
Submission, Challenge, And Approval have a population as equal as practical
C.L. Gammon
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
to the population of the state as reported
Phil Collins
Constitutional Amendments, And
in the census divided by the number of
Gloria La Riva
Referenda
districts to be established; requiring any
Sunil Freeman
An Amendment to the Arkansas
map for a state House of
Donald J. Trump
Constitution to amend the process for
Representatives or Senate district to
Mike Pense
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
Don Blankenship
amendments, and referenda.
William Mohr
number of state House of
Representatives and state Senate seats,
Joseph R. Biden
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
Kamala Harris
to
conduct at least one public meeting in
Brian Carroll
Against
each congressional district and to
Amar Patel
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
Write-in
Redistricting Commission
redistricting maps of state House and
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
U. S Senate
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
6 Year Term
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Vote for One
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Senator Tom Cotton
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the
account of race or language, be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
US Congress
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
2 Year Term
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Vote for One
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Frank Gilbert
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
William H. Hanson
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
Representative Bruce Westerman be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Commission's work product and
State
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
State Representative
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
2 Year Term
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
Vote for One
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
persons receiving income or
$200, subject to Increase by the General
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Lee Johnson
Assembly; requiring the General
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
providing any registered Arkansas voter
City
case less than $750,000, for the
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
the extent the Commission requires
Recorder-Treasurer-Clerk
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
4 Year Term
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
Vote for One
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
party, or has been employed by a
Carla Dickerson Southerland
original jurisdiction to require by
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Ward 2 Position 2 City of
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
2 Year Term
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
Vote for One
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Daimien Sadat Rice
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
Kimberly S. Bruce
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
affiliation and choose thirty
TURN BALLOT OVER

1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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Issues & Referendums

from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Lee Johnson
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Issues & Referendums
panel by majority decision to place the
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
applicants into pools based on party
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a affiliation and choose thirty applicants
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and from the pool affiliated with the party with
Use Tax for State Highways and
the largest representation in the General
Bridges; and Other Surface
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Transportation After the Retirement
with the party with the next-largest
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas representation in the General Assembly,
Contitution, Amendment 91
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
largest or next-largest party; providing
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the chosen applicants be publicly
one-half percent sales and use tax for disclosed, and that the Governor and the
state highways and bridges; county parliamentary leaders of the parties with
roads, bridges, and other surface
the largest and next-largest
transportation; and city streets, bridges, representation in the state House of
and other surface transportation after Representatives and Senate may each
the retirement of the bonds authorized in eliminate up to two applicants from each
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91,
pool; providing the panel shall then
as special revenue to be distributed
randomly select three applicants from
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Distribution Law.
and providing for random replacement
draws if necessary to ensure at least
For
one Commissioner is selected from each
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
Against
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
Issues & Referendums
each covered office at a primary election
who receive the most votes, regardless
Alma School Millage
of party, will then appear on the
42.40 Mill School Tax
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
The total rate proposed above includes
candidates can appear on the
the uniform rate of tax of 25.0 mills (the “
general-election ballot for a covered Statewide Uniform Rate”) to be collected
office; providing that, at a general
on all taxable property in the State and
election for a covered office, qualified remitted to the State Treasurer pursuant
electors may rank one or more
to Amendment No. 74 to the Arkansas
candidates in order of preference;
Constitution to be used solely for
requiring that the winner of a general maintenance and operation of schools in
election for a covered office be
the State. As provided in Amendment
determined through an instant runoff
No. 74, the Statewide Uniform Rate
process where votes must first be
replaces a portion of the existing rate of
counted based on first-choice rankings; tax levied by this School District and
establishing that if, after counting votes available for maintenance and operation
according to first-choice rankings, a
of schools in this District. The total
candidate has a majority of votes, that proposed school tax levy of 42.40 mills
candidate must be declared the winner; includes 25.0 mills specifically voted for
providing that if no candidate has a general maintenance and operation and
majority of the votes, then the candidate 17.40 mills voted for debtservice. The
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
17.40 debt service mills will be a
the vote of each qualified elector whose
continuing debt service tax until the
first choice was the eliminated candidate retirement of proposed bonds to be
is then counted for the elector’s
issued in the principal amount of
next-choice candidate (if any); providing $58,430,000 and which will mature over
that if a candidate then has a majority of a period of 35 years and will be issued
votes remaining, that candidate must be
for the purpose of refunding all
declared the winner; providing that if no outstanding bonded indebtedness; and
candidate has a majority of the votes, for erecting and equipping new school
then the candidate with the fewest votes
facilities and making additions and
is eliminated and the vote of each
improvements to existing facilities. The
qualified elector whose next choice was surplus revenues produced each year
the eliminated candidate is then counted by the debt service millage may be used
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
by the District for other school
any); providing that if a candidate then purposes.The total proposed school tax
has a majority of votes remaining, they levy of 42.40 mills represents a 1.0 mill
must be declared the winner; providing
decrease from the current tax rate
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
For
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
Against
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
UNOPPOSED Candidates
preferences for candidates for a covered
Term determined by office
office indicated on the primary and
Vote for one is a vote for all
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment means for public comment and proposal
of maps; requiring any congressional
To Amend The Process For The
Submission, Challenge, And Approval district to have a population as equal as
practical to the population of the state as
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution to amend the process for
the submission, challenge, and approval vary by no more than three percent from
2. If you vote for more than one
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional the population of the state divided by the
candidate in a race, your vote in that
number of state House of
amendments, and referenda.
race will not count. if you make a
Representatives
and state Senate seats,
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
respectively; requiring the Commission
election official for a replacement
to conduct at least one public meeting in
ballot. You may replace up to two
each congressional district and to
Against
ballots in an election.
publish three redistricting maps of
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
congressional seats and three
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
Redistricting
Commission
redistricting
maps of state House and
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Amendment
Senate seats, with a written report of the
VOTING!
An amendment to the Constitution
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Federal
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to
political party when viewed on a
create a Citizens' Redistricting
statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Commission, consisting of nine
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
U. S. President
Commissioners who are registered
deny or abridge the right to vote on
4 Year Term
voters
In
Arkansas,
that
wilt
replace
the
account of race or language, be
Vote for One
Board of Apportionment, consisting of
reasonably compact, and except as
the Governor, Secretary of State, and required to meet the other criteria, not
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
Attorney General for the redistricting and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
Darcy G. Richardson
apportionment of legislative districts, and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Jo Jorgensen
the General Assembly for the
promote competition among political
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
redistricting and apportionment of
parties; requiring the Commission to
Brock Pierce
congressional districts; providing the certify its final maps, and the respective
Karla Ballard
Commission shall apportion and
populations and boundaries, to the
redistrict congressional and legislative Secretary of State, which shall become
Howie Hawkins
districts after the census every ten
binding unless, within thirty days, a
Angela Walker
years; providing Commission meetings petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
John Richard Myers
be advertised and public; requiring the Court, in which case the apportionment
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
Secretary of State to publish the
becomes effective thirty days after the
Phil Collins
Commission's work product and
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Billy Joe Parker
redistricting maps; providing records of
State any revision pursuant to the
Kanye West
communications of the Commissioners, Supreme Court's mandate; providing
Michelle Tidball
Commission staff, and outside
reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
consultants relating to the Commission's and Commissioners' expenses related to
C.L. Gammon
duties be public records; requiring
their duties and a per diem of up to
Phil Collins
persons receiving income or
$200,
subject to Increase by the General
Gloria La Riva
reimbursement to Influence Commission
Assembly; requiring the General
Sunil Freeman
action to publicly disclose such fact;
Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
Donald J. Trump
providing any registered Arkansas voter
case less than $750,000, for the
Mike Pense
may apply for the Commission but
Commission's duties, and providing, to
disqualifying anyone who, within the
Don Blankenship
the extent the Commission requires
immediately preceding five years, has moneys prior to such appropriation, the
William Mohr
served as an elected or appointed
Commission shall receive such moneys
Joseph R. Biden
federal, state, county or city official,
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
Kamala Harris
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
providing the Supreme Court have
Brian Carroll
party, or has been employed by a
original jurisdiction to require by
Amar Patel
registered lobbyist, political party,
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
political campaign or political action
Secretary of State, and Commission to
Write-in
committee, or Is related by blood or
perform their duties; providing
marriage to a disqualified person;
references to the Board of
U. S Senate
providing for an application requiring Apportionment in the Constitution shall
6 Year Term
statement of the applicant's
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
Vote for One
qualifications, residential address, and Commission; and repealing Arkansas
political party affiliation or lack of party
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
Senator Tom Cotton
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
For
selected by a panel appointed by the
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Issues & Referendums
Against
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical
diversity,
of
three
retired
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and
necessary
to fill the panel; requiring the
Use Tax for State Highways and
panel by majority decision to place the
Bridges; and Other Surface
applicants into pools based on party
Transportation After the Retirement
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas affiliation and choose thirty applicants
from the pool affiliated with the party with
Contitution, Amendment 91
the largest representation in the General
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
Constitution to continue a levy of a
with the party with the next-largest
one-half percent sales and use tax for
representation
in the General Assembly,
state highways and bridges; county
and thirty who are not affiliated with the
roads, bridges, and other surface
transportation; and city streets, bridges, largest or next-largest party; providing
the chosen applicants be publicly
and other surface transportation after
disclosed,
and that the Governor and the
the retirement of the bonds authorized in
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, parliamentary leaders of the parties with
the largest and next-largest
as special revenue to be distributed
representation in the state House of
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue
Representatives and Senate may each
Distribution Law.
eliminate up to two applicants from each
pool; providing the panel shall then
For
randomly select three applicants from
each pool to serve as Commissioners,
Against
and providing for random replacement
Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment draws if necessary to ensure at least
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable one Commissioner is selected from each
to Members of the Genersl Assembly, congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
requiring
Commissioner terms to end
Limits Amendment:
when a new Commission is convened
A Constitutional Amendment to be
and prohibiting Commissioners from
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
holding elected office or serving as a
Amendment"; and amending the term
registered lobbyist while a
limits applicable to members of the
Commissioner and for three years
General Assembly.
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
For
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
Against
person and not by proxy; requiring at
least two votes from each pool to
approve any final redistricting map and
six votes to approve any other
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
of State to provide the Commission
census and election data and a
TURN BALLOT OVER
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry
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Issues & Referendums

from holding elected office or serving as
a registered lobbyist while a
Commissioner and for three years
thereafter; requiring the Commission to
elect its chair and vice chair from
different pools; providing a quorum for
any meeting is seven Commissioners,
and requiring attendance and voting in
person and not by proxy; requiring at
2. If you vote for more than one
least two votes from each pool to
candidate in a race, your vote in that
approve any final redistricting map and
race will not count. if you make a
six votes to approve any other
mistake on your ballot, return it to an
For
Commission act; requiring the Secretary
election official for a replacement
of State to provide the Commission
ballot. You may replace up to two
census and election data and a means
Against
ballots in an election.
for public comment and proposal of
Issue 3 A Constitutional Amendment
maps; requiring any congressional
3. YOU MUST TURN YOUR
To
Amend
The
Process
For
The
district
to have a population as equal as
BALLOT OVER TO COMPLETE
Submission, Challenge, And Approval practical to the population of the state as
VOTING!
Of Proposed Initated Acts,
reported in the census divided by the
Constitutional Amendments, And
number of districts to be established;
Federal
Referenda
requiring any map for a state House of
An Amendment to the Arkansas
Representatives or Senate district to
Constitution
to
amend
the
process
for
vary
by no more than three percent from
U. S. President
the submission, challenge, and approval the population of the state divided by the
4 Year Term
of proposed initiated acts, constitutional
number of state House of
Vote for One
amendments, and referenda.
Representatives and state Senate seats,
respectively; requiring the Commission
Roque "Rocky" De La Fuente
For
to conduct at least one public meeting in
Darcy G. Richardson
each congressional district and to
Jo Jorgensen
publish three redistricting maps of
Against
Jeremy "Spike" Cohen
congressional seats and three
Issue 4 The Arkansas Citizens'
Brock Pierce
redistricting maps of state House and
Redistricting Commission
Karla Ballard
Senate seats, with a written report of the
Amendment
basis for the districts; requiring maps be
Howie Hawkins
An amendment to the Constitution
drawn not to favor or disfavor any
Angela Walker
repealing and amending Sections 1, 4,
political party when viewed on a
John Richard Myers
and 5 of Article 8 of the Constitution to statewide basis; directing, to the extent
Tiara Suzanne Lusk
create a Citizens' Redistricting
practicable, districts be contiguous, not
Phil Collins
Commission, consisting of nine
deny or abridge the right to vote on
Billy Joe Parker
Commissioners who are registered
account of race or language, be
voters In Arkansas, that wilt replace the reasonably compact, and except as
Kanye West
Board of Apportionment, consisting of required to meet the other criteria, not
Michelle Tidball
the Governor, Secretary of State, and divide cities or counties, and as feasible
C.L. Gammon
Attorney
General for the redistricting and after satisfying the preceding criteria,
Phil Collins
apportionment of legislative districts, and promote competition among political
Gloria La Riva
the General Assembly for the
parties; requiring the Commission to
Sunil Freeman
redistricting and apportionment of
certify its final maps, and the respective
Donald J. Trump
congressional districts; providing the
populations and boundaries, to the
Mike Pense
Commission shall apportion and
Secretary of State, which shall become
redistrict congressional and legislative
Don Blankenship
binding unless, within thirty days, a
districts after the census every ten petition for review Is filed in the Supreme
William Mohr
years; providing Commission meetings Court, in which case the apportionment
Joseph R. Biden
be advertised and public; requiring the becomes effective thirty days after the
Kamala Harris
Secretary of State to publish the
Commission certifies to the Secretary of
Brian Carroll
Commission's work product and
State any revision pursuant to the
Amar Patel
redistricting maps; providing records of Supreme Court's mandate; providing
communications of the Commissioners, reasonable reimbursement of panelists'
Write-in
Commission staff, and outside
and Commissioners' expenses related to
consultants relating to the Commission's their duties and a per diem of up to
U. S Senate
duties be public records; requiring
$200, subject to Increase by the General
6 Year Term
persons receiving income or
Assembly; requiring the General
Vote for One
reimbursement to Influence Commission Assembly to appropriate moneys, in no
action to publicly disclose such fact;
case less than $750,000, for the
providing
any registered Arkansas voter Commission's duties, and providing, to
Senator Tom Cotton
may apply for the Commission but
the extent the Commission requires
disqualifying anyone who, within the moneys prior to such appropriation, the
Ricky Dale Harrington Jr.
immediately preceding five years, has Commission shall receive such moneys
served as an elected or appointed
from the Constitutional Officers Fund;
US Congress
federal, state, county or city official,
providing the Supreme Court have
2 Year Term
registered lobbyist or officer of a political
original jurisdiction to require by
Vote for One
party, or has been employed by a
mandamus the Chief Justice, panel,
registered lobbyist, political party,
Secretary of State, and Commission to
political campaign or political action
perform their duties; providing
Frank Gilbert
committee, or Is related by blood or
references to the Board of
marriage to a disqualified person;
Apportionment
in the Constitution shall
William H. Hanson
providing for an application requiring
refer to the Citizens' Redistricting
statement of the applicant's
Commission; and repealing Arkansas
Representative Bruce Westerman qualifications, residential address, and
Code §§ 7-2-101: through 105.
political party affiliation or lack of party
affiliation; requiring the Secretary of
State
For
State to prepare and advertise the
application; providing applicants be
Against
State Representative
selected
by a panel appointed by the
2 Year Term
Arkansas Supreme Court Chief Justice,
Vote for One
with consideration of racial, gender, and
geographical diversity, of three retired
Mark H. Berry
Supreme Court Justices and Court of
Appeals Judges, and circuit Judges if
necessary to fill the panel; requiring the
Gwen Ford Faulkenberry
panel by majority decision to place the
applicants into pools based on party
Issues & Referendums
affiliation and choose thirty applicants
from the pool affiliated with the party with
Issue 1 An Amendment to the
Arkansas Constitutation Continuing a the largest representation in the General
One-Half Percent (0.5%) Sales and Assembly, thirty from the pool affiliated
with the party with the next-largest
Use Tax for State Highways and
representation in the General Assembly,
Bridges; and Other Surface
Transportation After the Retirement and thirty who are not affiliated with the
of the Bonds Authorized in Arkansas largest or next-largest party; providing
the chosen applicants be publicly
Contitution, Amendment 91
disclosed, and that the Governor and the
An Amendment to the Arkansas
parliamentary leaders of the parties with
Constitution to continue a levy of a
the largest and next-largest
one-half percent sales and use tax for
representation in the state House of
state highways and bridges; county
Representatives and Senate may each
roads, bridges, and other surface
transportation; and city streets, bridges, eliminate up to two applicants from each
pool; providing the panel shall then
and other surface transportation after
the retirement of the bonds authorized in randomly select three applicants from
Arkansas Constitution, Amendment 91, each pool to serve as Commissioners,
and providing for random replacement
as special revenue to be distributed
under the Arkansas Highway Revenue draws if necessary to ensure at least
one Commissioner is selected from each
Distribution Law.
congressional district, and that the panel
shall fill any Commission vacancy;
For
requiring Commissioner terms to end
when a new Commission is convened
Against
TURN BALLOT OVER
and prohibiting Commissioners
1. Vote fora candidate by blackening
the oval (
) beside the candidate's
name. Vote on amendments, acts,
and measures by placing the
appropriate mark below the
amendmenet (or act or measure)
either FOR or AGAINST.

Issue 2 A Constitutional Amendment
to Amend the Term Limits Applicable
to Members of the Genersl Assembly,
to be Know as "The Arkansas Term
Limits Amendment:
A Constitutional Amendment to be
known as the "Arkansas Term Limits
Amendment"; and amending the term
limits applicable to members of the
General Assembly.

Issues & Referendums

State

Issue 5 A Consitiutional Amendment
has the power and duty to establish
Establishing Top Four Open Primary credentialing requirements for a licensee
to administer or perform the following
Elections and Majority Winner
General Elections with Instant
procedures: injections (excluding
intravenous or intraocular injections),
Runoffs if Necessary
An Amendment to the Arkansas
incision and curettage of a chalazion,
Constitution requiring that all qualified removal and biopsy of skin lesions with
electors be permitted to vote in a
low risk of malignancy (excluding lesions
primary election, which must use a
involving the lid margin or nasal to the
single ballot that lists all candidates for a puncta), laser capsulotomy, and laser
covered office for whom that elector can trabeculoplasty; providing that the State
vote regardless of political-party
Board of Optometry shall require every
affiliation (or lack thereof) of the elector optometrist who meets the requirements
or candidate; defining the term “covered for certification to perform authorized
office” to mean each federal
laser procedures to report to the board
congressional office, each member of regarding the outcome of the procedures
the General Assembly, and the
performed in a format as required or
Governor, Lieutenant Governor,
directed by the board, and these reports
Secretary of State, Treasurer of State, shall also be sent to the Department of
Auditor of State, Attorney General, and Health; this act being Act No. 579 of the
Commissioner of State Lands; providing
Regular Session of 2019.
that “covered office” does not include the
Office of the President of the United
States; defining “qualified elector” to
For
mean a person who meets the
requirements of Arkansas Constitution,
Against
article 3, § 1 and Amendment 51;
providing that the four candidates for
UNOPPOSED Candidates
each covered office at a primary election
Term determined by office
who receive the most votes, regardless
Vote for one is a vote for all
of party, will then appear on the
general-election ballot for that covered
office, and requiring that no other
ALL UNOPPOSED CANDIDATES
candidates can appear on the
general-election ballot for a covered
office; providing that, at a general
election for a covered office, qualified
electors may rank one or more
candidates in order of preference;
requiring that the winner of a general
election for a covered office be
determined through an instant runoff
process where votes must first be
counted based on first-choice rankings;
establishing that if, after counting votes
according to first-choice rankings, a
candidate has a majority of votes, that
candidate must be declared the winner;
providing that if no candidate has a
majority of the votes, then the candidate
with the fewest votes is eliminated and
the vote of each qualified elector whose
first choice was the eliminated candidate
is then counted for the elector’s
next-choice candidate (if any); providing
that if a candidate then has a majority of
votes remaining, that candidate must be
declared the winner; providing that if no
candidate has a majority of the votes,
then the candidate with the fewest votes
is eliminated and the vote of each
qualified elector whose next choice was
the eliminated candidate is then counted
for the elector’s next-choice candidate (if
any); providing that if a candidate then
has a majority of votes remaining, they
must be declared the winner; providing
that candidates for a covered office at a
primary election, and at a general
election, may choose to have their
political-party affiliation indicated on the
ballot; providing that such an indication
will not constitute or imply the political
party’s nomination, endorsement, or
selection of the candidate; providing that
political parties may have their
preferences for candidates for a covered
office indicated on the primary and
general election ballots and may also
nominate, endorse, support, or oppose
any candidate; and requiring the
General Assembly to enact legislation to
provide for a revised election process in
accordance with and in furtherance of
this Amendment; providing that all
provisions of the Constitution, statutes,
and common law of this State to the
extent inconsistent or in conflict with any
provision of this Amendment are
expressly declared null and void as to,
and do not apply to, any activities
provided for under this Amendment.
For
Against
State
Issue 6 An Act to Amend the
Definition of 'Practice of Optometry"
An act to amend the Arkansas Code
regarding the definition of "practice of
optometry"; providing that the definition
of "practice of optometry" is amended to
permit licensed optometrists to use
ophthalmic lasers for the following
surgical procedures: perform injections
(excluding intravenous or intraocular
injections), incision and curettage of a
chalazion, removal and biopsy of skin
lesions with low risk of malignancy
(excluding lesions involving the lid
margin or nasal to the puncta), laser
capsulotomy, and laser trabeculoplasty;
providing that licensed optometrists
continue to be prohibited from using
ophthalmic lasers for surgical
procedures other than those previously
identified, performing cataract surgery,
performing radial keratotomy surgery,
and selling prescription drugs; providing
that the State Board of Optometry

